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WEOWNOMY PLATFORM 
CORPORATION 

(File Number 5798447) 
 https://weownomy.global 

 

 
256 Chapman Road STE 105-4, Delaware United State of America 

 

03nd August 2 

Dear Weownomy Co-Owners,  

Thank you so much for all those who attended our zoom meeting last 

Saturday and herein I would like to summarize our zoom meeting 

which mainly focused about the issuance of BITCOIN CASH ABC newly 

rebranded eCash to Weownomy Class A, Class B and Class C co-

owners.  

In summary, we agreed that in order to support bitcoin cash ABC the 

following two features are needed: 1) a BITCOIN CASH ABC: eCash 

wallet application for easy transfer BITCOIN CASH ABC: eCash 

between Weownomy owners 2) a live trading platform WISEBITCOIN 

to trade eCash for your pay-outs accordingly. 
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Weownomy Co-owners Will Receive BITCOIN ABC 

Market Value Price in eCash Payments  

Weownomy Co-owners will receive eCash payments in BITCOIN CASH 

ABC market price value with Class A 100,000 BITCOIN CASH ABC, 

Class B 2000 and Class C 200 in the ratio of 1:1,000,000 on or before 18th 

August 2021.  

This is important to know ALL Weownomy Co-owners will be 

receiving their payment in this way instead of cash from now 

onwards. 

What's your Bitcoin CASH ABC worth? At the time of writing 

BITCOIN CASH ABC market price is $54.36 and what this means if you 

have Class C Shares you will earn 200 BITCOIN CASH ABC Market 

price multiplied by $54.36 to earn R152,208, for Class B with 2000 

BITCOIN CASH ABC you will be able to earn R1,522,080 and Class A 

with 100,000 BITCOIN CASH ABC in today’s price market can earn 

R76,104,000.  

Bitcoin Cash ABC (BCHA) Swapped to eCash (XEC)  

However, with the swap of Bitcoin Cash ABC (BCHA) to eCash (XEC) 

Wallet/Deposit/Withdrawal/Main net/Hard Fork in the ratio of 

1:1,000,000, this means for example Class C Shareholder with 200 Bitcoin 

Cash ABC you will be able to have 200x1,000,000=200,000,000 with a 

target increase price of eCash to $1 which means you will have eCash 

worth $200,000,000 (which means $200 million). ` 

For Class B you will be able to have 2000x1,000,000 eCash= 

$2,000,000,000 (which means $2 billion worth of eCash) with a target 

price of $1. For Class A you will be able to have 100,000 x1,000,000= 

$100,000, 000,000 which is (one hundred billion US dollars).  
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What does it mean? Class A, Class C and Class B will automatically 

enjoy the current value of BITCOIN ABC Market price in new eCash 

price movement in the range of $1 to $5 with the official announcement 

of Weownomy’s $3 Million strategic investment trading volume.  

You will be able to earn a stable amount monthly starting with R152,208 

for Class C at $10,872 in BITCOIN CASH ABC Market price, R1,522,080 

for Class C at $108720 in BITCOIN CASH ABC Market Price and Class A 

at R76,104,000 at $5,436,000 in BITCOIN CASH ABC Market Price. 

Furthermore, upon the first pay-out on or before 18th August of Class A, 

Class B and Class C the investment in Class A will be now be R10 

Million from 1 Million, Class B will be R100,000 from R10,000 and Class 

C will be R10,000 from R1000 with more changes to be determined with 

the peg of Weownomy auction shares with eCash trading volume price 

movement.  

Class D will exclusively remain FREE with change from (500 shares to 

6000 shares) to enable many users to join Weownomy Personal Income 

Social Media Platform and be able to participate in Class C and Class 

B. 

The pattern will increase according to eCash price movement for 

example if the price movement hits $2, Class C shareholders will pay 

20,000, Class B 200,000 and Class A 20 Million onwards. Why? Because 

Weownomy auction shares will now be pegged on BITCOIN CASH 

ABC: eCash market price movements accordingly going forward. 

For your information a new press release entitled “Weownomy Adopts 

Bitcoin Cash ABC, Newly Rebranded as eCash Coin” will be 

distributed globally tomorrow Wednesday 04th August 2021. 

In the aftermath of Bitcoin Cash ABC’s fork, eCash Coin is a new crypto 

currency that was recently created. It aims to be one of the best crypto 

coins for mass adoption of social media users with its use in everyday 

life and low transaction fees. The goal is to have 500 million people on 

board by 2022 which will happen through personal income social media 

platform of Weownomy to adopt it as a social media currency.  
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WEOWNOMY will use strategic funds an amount of $3 Million to 

purchase BITCOIN Cash ABC (BCHA) for eCash (XEC) through 

WISEBITCOIN Crypto Exchange and we have officially informed 

WISEBITCOIN Crypto Exchange about adopting BITCOIN ABC and 

eCash with the swap of Bitcoin Cash ABC (BCHA) to eCash (XEC) 

Wallet/Deposit/Withdrawal/Main net/Hard Fork which will be 

activated for WEOWNOMY to deposit eCash coins to every of 30,000 co-

owners eCash wallets in order to trade for their payments on or before 

the 18th August 2021. 

WEOWNOMY has requested WISEBITCOIN technical staff to work 

closely with WEOWNOMY IT Team to resolve any current challenges 

that our valued shareholders are facing with registration issues with 

WISEBITCOIN. 

Temporarily WEOWNOMY will make sure you have virtual cards at $6 

which will be paid by WEOWNOMY on your behalf for your cashouts 

of your proceeds before we launch WEOWNOMY DIGITAL BANK 

AND EQIBANK PARTNERSHIP IN SEPT OR OCTOBER. 

Weownomy Ad Exchange Gives Social Media Users 

Revenue.  

Weownomy is a new social media company that has developed an ad 

exchange to give content creators and users the ability to create, sell, and 

purchase ads on social media. There are many benefits for both users 

and content creators when it comes to Weownomy's Ad Exchange 

platform. This includes Weownomy networking team who will run 

social media virtual agencies. 

All payments to content creators and users who will participate in the 

listenership program will now officially be in BITCOIN CASH ABC: 

eCash, with content creators to earn between 200 to 20000 BITCOIN 

CASH ABC: eCash and networkers. 
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Only for few pending payments for networkers and content creators 

Weownomy will process their CASH payments before the 18th August 

2021 and an announcement will be communicated officially but going 

forward payments are only to be PAID in BITCOIN CASH ABC: 

eCash.  

Stay Excited;  

Ssemakula Peter Luyima  

President and CEO  

On behalf of Weownomy Platform Corporation  

https://www.weownomy.global  
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